Abstract-Two different methods to reduce the noise power in the far-field pattern of an antenna as measured in cylindrical nearfield (CNF) are proposed. Both methods are based on the same principle: the data recorded in the CNF measurement, assumed to be corrupted by white Gaussian and space-stationary noise, are transformed into a new domain where it is possible to filter out a portion of noise. Those filtered data are then used to calculate a far-field pattern with less noise power than that one obtained from the measured data without applying any filtering. Statistical analyses are carried out to deduce the expressions of the signal-tonoise ratio improvement achieved with each method. Although the idea of the two alternatives is the same, there are important differences between them. The first one applies a modal filtering, requires an oversampling and improves the far-field pattern in all directions. The second method employs a spatial filtering on the antenna plane, does not require oversampling and the far-field pattern is only improved in the forward hemisphere. Several examples are presented using both simulated and measured near-field data to verify the effectiveness of the methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N many cases, antenna radiation patterns and other farfield parameters such as gain, directivity, sidelobe level, beamwidth, etc., cannot be determined directly from measurements taken in a far-field range because the distance to the farfield region may be too long. However, it is well known that those parameters can be obtained using analytical transformations from near-field measurements [1] - [3] . In these cases, the radiation pattern is obtained by processing the near-field data. Therefore, an uncertainty analysis is required to assess the effect of near-field errors on the accuracy of the far-field pattern. References [4] - [6] are examples of studies that examine the relationships between the measurement errors and their effects on the far-field using mathematical analyses, simulations, or measurement tests.
This paper focuses on random near-field errors, which are always present and are commonly introduced by the receiver additive noise. In many cases, these errors are negligible in the overall measurement uncertainty thanks to the use of modern receivers and sufficient amplification in the system. However, when measuring ultra-low sidelobe or high-performance antennas, noise may significantly alter the radiation pattern and it has to be taken into account in the near-field error budget. Some comprehensive studies for random noise in near-field measurements have already been presented. For the planar system, two independent analyses with similar results have been described in [7] , [8] . Both of them start with random errors in planar near-field (PNF) and obtain expressions that represent the signal-to-noise ratio in far-field as a function of the noise power in near-field. A similar study for cylindrical near-field (CNF) measurements was carried out in [9] , [10] . The objective of this paper is not to analyze the effect of random near-field errors in the far-field results, but to describe methods to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the far-field pattern by reducing the noise power. This reduction is achieved by representing the acquired near-field data in a convenient domain where it is possible to filter out a portion of noise. This idea of reducing the noise by means of a filtering in an auxiliary domain was proposed in [11] and [12] for the spherical near-field (SNF) case. The same idea was used in [13] to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the far-field pattern of an antenna as measured in PNF. In this last case, however, a spatial filtering on the antenna under test (AUT) plane is employed instead of a modal filtering. In the present work, two different methods to reduce the noise power when measuring an antenna in CNF are proposed. Moreover, a detailed statistical analysis is performed in each case in order to determine the signal-to-noise ratio improvement. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes a modal filtering method. In this section, a statistical analysis to determine the signal-to-noise ratio improvement achieved with this first filtering method as well as a study to obtain the relationship between that improvement and the required oversampling are carried out. In Section III, the second method based on a filtering on the AUT plane is presented. As in the previous section, the statistical properties of the noise in this new domain are determined in order to derive the expression for the signal-to-noise ratio improvement. Several results are shown in Section IV by using both simulated and measured near-field data. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. MODAL FILTERING METHOD
The noise mitigation will be accomplished in both methods by means of filtering before obtaining the far-field results. Be-0018-926X/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE cause all the measured data are always noise corrupted, filtering cannot be applied to this initial information and an auxiliary data representation that allows a noise filtering without cancelling out desired information is needed.
As it is well-known, the initial step to determine the farfield pattern from CNF measurements is to calculate two sets of cylindrical modal coefficients (CMCs) [14] .
As deduced from [15] , the CMC are band-limited in the domain, being negligible outside of the visible region defined by (1) where is the radius of the smallest sphere enclosing the AUT.
According to (1) , in order to avoid the aliasing error when calculating the CMC, the maximum admissible sampling spacing in and is (2) However, the validity region of the far-field pattern obtained from a CNF measurement is limited in elevation. Therefore, a sampling spacing in larger than a half wavelength is typically used.
If the separation between samples is smaller than the values indicated in (2), more CMC are obtained in the evanescent region, where theoretically have to be negligible. However, due to the presence of undesired contributions, like reflections, diffractions, leakage signals, etc., the calculated CMC may be nonzero outside of the visible region. Therefore, one alternative to cancel the unwanted effects of these contributions is to apply a modal filtering, setting all CMC in the evanescent region to zero. This idea of applying a modal filtering to suppress unwanted contributions and, in particular, reflections from the environment, was initially proposed for the CNF case in [16] . This last work was the extension of previous publications whose aim was the reflection suppression in the spherical case [17] , [18] and most recently it has been applied in PNF [19] and far-field [20] measurements. A general strategy, which also exploits the band-limitation properties of the radiated field, to reduce the effect of the clutter noise, valid for arbitrary scanning and source geometries, was proposed in [21] . The first noise reduction method proposed in this paper is based on the principle presented in [16] . An oversampling is applied in order to obtain more CMC than required. After that, the evanescent modes are filtered out, removing the noise contribution in this region. Finally, the filtered CMC are used to calculate a far-field pattern with less noise power.
Once the main idea of this method has been described, a statistical analysis to determine the signal-to-noise ratio improvement is carried out. In the analysis, a complex white Gaussian and space-stationary noise is considered. Its mean and variance are assumed to be zero and , respectively. Because expressions to calculate the modal coefficients [14] are linear, an independent analysis can be performed for the AUT contribution and noise. As mentioned before, the CMC associated to the AUT contribution are theoretically zero outside of the region defined by (1) . The noise contribution to the CMC can be determined by considering only the measured near-field white Gaussian noise in and . Thus, the autocorrelation of the noise in each set of CMC is (3) (4) where and are the azimuthal and vertical sampling spacing, respectively, is the Hankel function of second kind of order represents the free-space wavenumber, is the radius of the measurement cylinder, and stand for the number of samples along and coordinates, respectively, and . The previous expressions are valid when using an ideal probe. In the case of arbitrary probes, the expressions are similar, except for the presence of corrective factors which depend on the probe receiving coefficients [22] .
The CMC obtained considering only noise are Gaussian random variables because they are expressed as a sum of independent Gaussian random variables. Moreover, all of them have zero mean and a variance (autocorrelation for ) that is directly proportional to the near-field noise variance. However, as deduced from (3) and (4), these CMC are nonstationary because the autocorrelation depends on and . Nevertheless, the CMC are nonzero for all values of and , and as commented before, a modal filtering can be applied to suppress the noise located in the evanescent region.
Before presenting the modal filtering, it is necessary to determine the characteristics of the noise in each far-field component in order to obtain a reference with which to compare the results after the filtering process. These far-field components are obtained as described in [14] and the autocorrelation of the noise in each far-field component is (5) (6) As deduced from (5) and (6) and as was stated in [9] , the autocorrelation of the far-field noise depends on but not on . Therefore, the noise is nonstationary in elevation and stationary in azimuth. Moreover, the noise is white in and colored in because the autocorrelation is zero for and nonzero for , respectively. Up to now, a statistical study of the noise in the CNF to far-field transformation has been carried out. Although, this is not the main purpose of this work, the previous results provide useful information to achieve our objective, i.e., to be able to define a filtering to reduce the noise in the far-field pattern and to find the expression for the signal-to-noise ratio improvement.
From (3) and (4), it was deduced that the noise is not stationary but it is distributed over the whole domain. In contrast, the desired information of the AUT is concentrated in the region specified in (1). Therefore, a filtering as defined in (7) can be applied to remove a portion of noise without cancelling the CMC which contain the AUT information:
This filtering is depicted in Fig. 1(a) and it is applied to the two sets of CMC. Once the evanescent modes has been filtered out, the noise in each far-field component is Therefore, the new autocorrelation of the far-field noise is
The far-field noise obtained after the filtering process is also a Gaussian noise with zero mean, uncorrelated and nonstationary in , and correlated and stationary in . When comparing (5) and (6) with (11) and (12) it is deduced that the only difference before and after applying the filtering is the number of terms in the summations. As deduced in (13) , that number of terms is less or equal after the filtering stage.
Consequently, there is always a reduction of the noise power:
Moreover, the modal filtering does not modify the AUT contribution. Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio improvement can be calculated as the ratio between the noise power before and after applying the filtering:
Several conclusions can be extracted from (14) and (15) . First, a different signal-to-noise ratio improvement is obtained for each far-field component. Second, the improvement is dependent on but constant in . Finally, the noise reduction depends on the number of measurement points in , i.e., depends on the azimuthal sampling spacing but not on the sampling spacing in . As deduced from (5) and (6), a larger oversampling in and implies a smaller far-field noise variance, and consequently, a better signal-to-noise ratio. However, the signal-to-noise ratio improvement introduced by the modal filtering depends only on the oversampling in . In conclusion, an oversampling in both components introduces a signal-to-noise ratio improvement in the calculated far-field pattern, but when applying the modal filtering, a further noise reduction is achieved thanks to the oversampling in .
Next, simpler approximate expressions for the improvement achieved with this first filtering method are derived. Assuming that the argument values of the Hankel function and the derivate of the Hankel function are very large, the asymptotic expansion of these functions can be used instead:
The latter expressions constitute a good approximation whenever . This condition is better fulfilled around where . Moreover, the validity region of a CNF measurement is also around the horizontal direction. Therefore, the better approximation is given for the region of interest. Thus, it follows that (14) and (15) reduce to (18) (19) where the following approximation has been taken into account for the component (20) Therefore, the improvement in both components is the same and is related to the sampling spacing in as follows: (21) where it is deduced that the improvement is directly proportional to , which is the oversampling factor in azimuth, and increases when we move away from the horizontal direction. Because the improvement is not a constant factor, the average signal-to-noise ratio improvement in the validity region can be considered as the figure of merit of this first filtering method: (22) where is the maximum validity angle measured from the horizontal direction.
Up to now, the signal-to-noise ratio improvement due to filtering has been evaluated with respect to the unfiltered case with the same sampling spacing. However, when comparing with the case without oversampling and without filtering, the improvement is as follows: (23) where is the oversampling factor in and represents the improvement due to the oversampling, which is only dependent on the oversampling in , i.e., there is an improvement due to the oversampling whenever the oversampling is performed in and there is an improvement due to the filtering whenever an oversampling in is applied.
Finally, the main steps of this first filtering method are summarized. A schematic of the method is depicted in Fig. 2 . As commented before, the CNF data are used to obtain the CMC. This data representation allows filtering out a portion of noise without canceling AUT information. Once the modal filtering has been applied, a far-field pattern with less noise power is obtained.
III. SPATIAL FILTERING METHOD
Another method to reduce the noise power in the far-field pattern obtained from a CNF measurement is presented in this section. As in the previous method, a field transformation that allows to filter out a portion of noise without modifying the desired signal is required. The transformation used here was already proposed in [13] for noise reduction in far-field results obtained from PNF measurements and consists of back-propagating the measured field from the scan surface to the plane of the AUT. In this new domain, the desired contribution is theoretically concentrated in the antenna aperture, whereas the noise is spread over the whole reconstructed surface. Thanks to this fact, a spatial filtering may be applied, canceling the field located out of the AUT dimensions, which is only composed of noise.
As in the modal filtering method, a statistical analysis of the noise in this transformation is performed. Using acquired data containing only noise with the aforementioned statistical characteristics and applying a CNF-to-far-field transformation, the noise obtained in each far-field component is a complex Gaussian noise, with zero mean and autocorrelation given by (5) and (6) . Once, the far-field components are known, an easy way to obtain the field distribution over the AUT plane is to calculate previously the plane wave spectrum (PWS), whose components are related to the extreme near-field of an antenna located in the -plane as indicated in (24):
Because in a CNF measurement the AUT is selected to be located in the -plane, the following change of coordinates is required before applying (24) (25) where are the measurement coordinates and represent the new coordinates used to calculate the extreme near-field. Therefore, the -and -far-field components in the new coordinate system are (26) (27) where are the angular coordinates referenced to the measurement coordinate system, in which the far-field pattern is known and and are the -, -, -and -far-field components in the measurement coordinate system, respectively.
Finally, the PWS components needed in (24) can be calculated as follows [1] : (28) where represents the elevation angle in the new coordinate system. Therefore, the autocorrelation of the noise in each PWS component is (29) (30) From the two previous expressions, it is deduced that the noise in the PWS components is nonstationary both in and . Moreover, it is uncorrelated in and correlated in . However, that correlation in azimuth can be considered almost negligible. Thanks to this fact, the determination of the noise characteristics in the extreme near-field is simplified in a great way. The -and -components of the noise in the extreme near-field are calculated using the discrete versions of (24): (31) where and are the number of samples of the PWS taken on a regular grid. Because the PWS samples are known on a regular grid, and interpolation process is required. This interpolation introduces a correlation among samples, but as will be seen in Section IV, under certain conditions it is negligible and we can still assume that the noise is uncorrelated. Therefore, the autocorrelation of the noise in the extreme near-field can be easily calculated as shown (32): (32) From the previous expressions, it is deduced that the noise in the extreme near-field is correlated both in and . However, all the samples have the same noise power (autocorrelation for ), i.e., the noise is stationary and is identically distributed over the whole reconstructed surface, whereas the desired field is theoretically concentrated in the aperture antenna. Therefore, a spatial filtering may be applied, canceling the field that is located out of the AUT dimensions and that is only composed of noise. This spatial filtering is defined in (33): (33) where and represent the reconstructed plane and the AUT aperture depicted in Fig. 1(b) .
Once the filtering has been described, an analysis to determine the signal-to-noise ratio improvement is carried out. Because the PWS and the extreme near-field are related by Fast Fourier Transforms, the Parseval's identity can be used to establish a relationship between the noise powers in both domains. The relationship before applying the spatial filtering is given by (34): (34) where and are the number of samples in the reconstructed plane, which are equal to the number of samples in the PWS, i.e., and . After applying the filtering, the relationship is as follows: (35) where is the autocorrelation of the noise in the PWS after the noise filtering and and represent the number of samples within the AUT aperture. As deduced in (32), all the samples in the extreme near-field have the same noise power. Therefore, the last equation can be simplified as (36) indicates:
(36) Fig. 3 . Schematic of the spatial filtering method.
If now, (36) is divided by the total number of samples in both domains, the following result is obtained: (37) where and are the average noise power in the PWS after and before applying the spatial filtering, respectively.
Because the spatial filtering does not modify the desired information (located within the AUT aperture), the last result can be employed to determine the average signal-to-noise ratio improvement achieved with this second method: (38) where and symbolize the area of the reconstructed plane and AUT aperture, respectively. Although it seems we can obtained an infinite improvement by increasing the size of the reconstructed surface, there is a limitation that is related to the interpolation required in the process. A larger reconstructed surface implies a larger interpolation. Therefore, the PWS samples are more correlated and the previous samples in each measurement ring, i.e., the separation among analysis is no longer valid. This effect is analyzed in detail in Section IV.
All the steps of this second filtering method are depicted in Fig. 3 . The CNF data are used to obtain the far-field pattern by employing a modal expansion method. After that, the PWS components are calculated. Next, the extreme near-field is computed by means of a fast Fourier transform of the PWS. In this point, the spatial filtering defined in (33) is applied. Finally, a new PWS with less noise power is obtained by using an inverse fast Fourier transform.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section verifies the effectiveness of the proposed methods. The verification is carried out independently for each method by using both simulated and measured data.
A. Modal Filtering Method
The modal filtering method was firstly validated taking as input data the values of a simulation of a cylindrical near-field acquisition. The AUT used in the simulation was a aperture with a Gaussian-tapered field distribution. The frequency was 20 GHz, the samples were taken over a cylindrical surface of 3.38 m height , the radius of the cylinder was 1.5 m and the samples were spaced at intervals in z. Therefore, two simulations with a different sampling spacing in were performed. The first one took 288 samples was 1.25 . The second simulation recorded 900 samples per ring, i.e., the sampling spacing in azimuth was equal to 0.4 . Because the maximum sampling spacing is 5.06 , the oversampling factor was approximately 4 and 12, respectively. Moreover, Gaussian noise with 38 dB less power than the maximum of the simulated data was added in both simulations. Next, the modal filtering method was applied. The far-field pattern without noise suppression as well as the far-field patterns obtained after the noise filtering are compared with the reference far-field pattern in Fig. 4 . As deduced in the theoretical analysis, the noise is more effectively reduced when the oversampling is greater. Fig. 5 shows the average signal-to-noise ratio improvement defined in (22) as a function of the maximum validity angle and for different oversampling factors. In our particular cases, where the maximum validity angle is 47.3 , the improvement is 6.58 dB for an oversampling of 4 and 11.35 dB for an oversampling of 12. depicts the exact improvement for both components calculated by using the expressions (14) and (15) and the improvement determined from the approximate expression given in (21) as a function of the elevation angle. Several conclusions can be extracted from Fig. 6 . First, the improvement is not constant in elevation and increases when we move away from the horizontal plane. Second, the expression defined in (21) gives a better approximation around the mentioned plane, which is the region of interest. Finally, the approximation is better for small values of the oversampling factor.
The second validation uses information from an actual measurement in the cylindrical near-field range of the Technical University of Madrid (UPM). For the experiment, the probe and the AUT consisted of a corrugated conical-horn antenna and a Ku-band reflector (14 GHz), with a 40 cm diameter, respectively. The data were acquired over a cylinder with a height of 1.8 m and a radius of 0.63 m and with a spatial sampling equal to in the vertical direction and 0.375 in azimuth. Because the maximum sampling spacing in azimuth is 3.06 , the oversampling factor was approximately 8. After measuring the AUT, Gaussian noise with 42 dB less power than the maximum of the acquired data was computationally added. The noise power was chosen to be large, so as to ensure a negligible measurement noise. The far-field obtained from the measured data without additive noise can thus be used as a reference to compare results before and after noise filtering. The far-field results obtained before and after applying the filtering are compared with the reference pattern in Fig. 7 . According to (22) and Fig. 5 , the average improvement was 9.61 dB.
B. Spatial Filtering Method
The second method was also validated by using the simulation described in the modal filtering method. However, in this second method, an oversampling in azimuth is not required, as deduced in the theoretical analysis. Therefore, the sampling spacing in azimuth used in the simulation is equal to the maximum sampling spacing, i.e., 3 . Moreover, Gaussian noise with 30 dB less power than the maximum of the simulated data was added, instead of a noise with 38 dB less power. The objective of increasing the noise power is to demonstrate that with this second method is possible to obtain a larger improvement using even a less number of acquired data. Once the new cylindrical acquisition was simulated, the extreme near-field was determined over a square plane of side, which was equal to the height of the measurement cylinder. After that, a spatial filtering was applied, canceling the field that was located out of the AUT dimensions and that was only composed of noise. Finally, the filtered field distribution was inverse Fourier transformed back to the spectral domain, obtaining a new farfield pattern where the noise power was greatly reduced, as observed in Fig. 8 . The average signal-to-noise ratio improvement achieved in this case was, according to (38), 28.98 dB. Theoretically, with this method we can always increase the signal-tonoise ratio by using a larger reconstructed surface. However, this statement is not completely true because of the interpolation required in the spectral domain. A larger reconstructed surface implies a smaller sampling spacing in the PWS, i.e., more samples have to be interpolated from the known samples. Therefore, the correlation among noise samples increases and the assumption employed in (32) is no longer valid. As a result, the noise in the extreme near-field is nonstationary, decreasing from the center to the edges of the reconstructed plane. Consequently, the noise reduction in the filtering process is not as effective as when the noise is stationary. This effect is depicted in Fig. 9 , where the theoretical improvement defined in (38) is compared with the improvement observed in different examples with different acquisition parameters. As deduced from Fig. 9 , when reducing the spatial sampling in or when increasing the height of the measurement cylinder, the improvement is larger for the same size of the reconstructed surface because, in both cases, we are reducing the spacing among known samples in the PWS, and a less number of samples have to be interpolated. Moreover, once the size of the reconstructed surface is larger than the height of the cylinder, the improvement remains constant. Due to this effect, the improvement is not 28.99 dB but 20.20 dB, which is the maximum achievable with a spatial sampling in equal to 3 and a height of the measurement cylinder equal to . Finally, the spatial filtering method was validated by employing the data from the actual measurement described before. The only changes were, as in the previous example, the noise power, that in this case was 35 dB less than the maximum of the measured data, and the sampling spacing in , that was equal to 1.5 . The reconstructed surface employed in this case was a 1.8 m 1.8 m plane. Because the AUT was a reflector of 0.4 m diameter, the theoretical improvement was 14.11 dB, but due to the interpolation process, the observed improvement was 13.29 dB. Up to now, the desired field has been assumed to be concentrated on the AUT region. Nevertheless, this assumption is not completely correct. A small field contribution always exists outside the AUT. Due to this fact, when using a filter with the same size as the AUT aperture, a portion of desired signal is canceled. This cancellation introduces an error in the side-lobes of the reconstructed far-field pattern around , as observed in Fig. 10(b) . To avoid this negative effect, spatial filtering over a larger area must be employed to account for all of the desired data. However, this new filter integrates more noise power. Therefore, a compromise is required between the noise reduction and an accurate far-field representation. In this particular case, a filtering window with a size one and a half times the size of the antenna aperture was also employed. The improvement achieved with this filtering is 10.06 dB, which is smaller than that one obtained with the filtering of minimum size. However, because more information about field radiated by the AUT is not filtered out, the reference pattern is better retrieved, as it is possible to see in Fig. 10(c) .
V. CONCLUSION
Two simple and efficient methods to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the far-field results obtained from cylindrical near-field measurements were presented. The first method applies a filtering in the modal domain and its main drawback is the necessity of oversampling, increasing the measurement time. However, this is not a critical aspect when measuring in a multi-probe system. Moreover, it is possible to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in all directions. The second method employs a source reconstruction technique to filter out the noise in the extreme near-field. Unlike the modal filtering method, this second approach does not require an oversampling. In addition, a better improvement is obtained using less measured data because of the use of more a priori information about the AUT. Whereas in the modal filtering, only information about the size of the AUT is required to defined the visible region, in the spatial filtering method both the size and the exact position of the antenna need to be known. Moreover, the spatial filtering method only provides a noise reduction in the forward hemisphere and it was noted that works better for planar aperture antennas because the region, in which the fields are assumed to be concentrated, is well defined. In contrast, the modal filtering method is independent of the shape of the antenna and it can be applied to antennas with arbitrary geometries obtaining similar improvements. Approximate theoretical expressions were derived for the improvement achieved with both methods. Finally, these expressions as well as the effectiveness of the methods were verified through application to both simulated and measured near-field data.
